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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents the results of an experimental research aimed at assessing the material performance
of adobe bricks in compression for a wide range of induced strain rates, from statics to high velocity
impact. Adobe connotes a traditional masonry whose bricks are made of sundried soil mixtures possibly
reinforced with natural fibres and joined together using mud mortar. The inclusion of fibre and the presence of water in the mixture have a dominant effect on the mechanical performance of adobe bricks and
masonry. Their influence on the dynamic behaviour of this material is quantified and interpreted in this
study at high strain rates also with data produced through Hopkinson bar testing. Appropriate dynamic
increase factors and constitutive equations for adobe materials in dynamics are also investigated. The
paper presents the experimental campaign, shows the main results and offers qualitative and quantitative interpretations for the principal damage patterns observed.
Ó 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Contemporary society is confronted with many threats of different nature, from international terrorism to environmental emergency. Safety and protection of critical buildings and
infrastructures are among the top priorities of governments
around the world including the European Commission and its Joint
Research Centre [1]. In Europe terrorist attacks have recently
involved targets within the domain of the city, inside or in the
proximity of dwellings and infrastructure for civilian use [2]. In
⇑ Corresponding author at: TU Delft, Stevinweg 1, 2628 CN Delft, The
Netherlands.
E-mail address: t.lipiani@tudelft.nl (T. Li Piani).

this context, strategies of strengthening of the target [3] are neither
economically nor socially sustainable. Thus, built infrastructure
nowadays must be made resilient through the design process with
respect to a wide range of dynamic loadings which not only include
natural hazards such as floods and earthquakes, but also impacts
and explosions as man-made threats [4]. These dynamic phenomena, with different intensity, are characterized by higher deformation rates imposed to the material with respect to static loadings
[5].
Many civilian buildings and constructions are mainly made of
brittle materials, such as concrete, ceramics, glass and rocks [6].
The properties of these materials are sensitive to the rate of loading
and their physical-mechanical behaviour changes according to the
imposed loadings [7]. If assuming static properties within the
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design process may constitute a known approximation with
respect to seismic loadings, using the same approach with regards
to strain rates corresponding to impacts and blasts may lead to
serious errors in the prediction of structural damage and fragmentation effects [8,9].
These dynamic loadings require also the adoption of appropriate constitutive models capable of addressing the changes in the
response of the material to high strain rates [6]. In order to incorporate these effects in analytical and numerical models, it is of
paramount importance to experimentally characterize the material
performance at all relevant deformation rates [5].
The study of the dynamic properties of cement-based materials
has been consolidated over the last fifty years. It is generally
accepted that strength of concrete increases with strain rate [10].
However, not all typical features related to the dynamic response
of the material have been clarified and interpreted yet [11]. On
the other hand, very limited sources of knowledge concern building materials for masonry constructions such as clay or stone,
despite being of paramount importance for a reliable design of
masonry [9–13]. If this is true for modern bricks and mortar, the
state of knowledge is even more limited with regards to traditional
masonry building materials, such as adobe [14].
Adobe connotes a traditional masonry whose bricks are made of
raw mixtures of clay, sand and silt. Soil is mixed with natural fibres
in the field according to local availability of resources and cast in
moulds to be sundried according to building traditions. After air
curing, bricks are joined together using mud mortar. Adobe constitutes one of the first forms of masonry on earth [15]. More than
one third of the world population still lives in earthen dwellings,
which constitute 10% of the built heritage [16]. Unfortunately,
these structures are spread in areas of the world prone to earthquakes or involved into military operations, with severe numbers
of human losses and built heritage disruption every year [17,18].
Moreover, despite the presence of many examples of this building
technique in Europe, the production and use of adobe materials
have declined after the industrial revolutions in today’s building
industry [19].
Two critical factors threaten more than others built heritage of
adobe and limit its use in current practice. These threats are its low
strength and durability properties [20]. These effects are directly
linked to the material selection and production processes inherent
to adobe masonry. They result from common practices adopted for
adobe in the field while their implications on the material properties are not standardized and scarcely addressed in literature [20].
For instance, avoiding industrial baking processes makes the material properties dependent on the water content in the mixture over
its life cycle [21]. Furthermore, bricks and mortar are still often
produced mixing soil with organic content locally available,
regardless of the mineralogical properties of soil elements and
the chemical interactions with fibers and water. Instead, a proper
characterization of adobe must address the influence of such inclusions on the microstructure of the resulting component of the
adobe masonry.
Addressing the role that fibers and water contents in soil mixtures play on the mechanical material properties is of paramount
importance because these are among the features which configure
adobe as a eco-friendly building material [22]. Natural fibres
improve the thermal and acoustic properties of adobe [16]. Traditional production and construction processes are characterized by
limited costs and minimum carbon footprint with respect to industrial products. For these reasons, natural fibres or binders and traditional drying processes have been recently applied also in
modern building materials such as concrete and clay [23–25].
Therefore, assessing the influence of fibres and drying processes
on the properties of adobe is crucial in a global perspective.

This paper presents an experimental and numerical study of the
material performance of bricks of traditional adobe at a wide range
of strain rates. It addresses the effects on the material behaviour of
low (statics), intermediate and high strain rates. High strain rates
on the material are simulated using Hopkinson bar tests. The influence of water content and fiber contained in the mixture on the
material performance is addressed and interpreted both in statics
and dynamics.
In the following paragraphs, the experimental campaign is
described and its results are reported. Observed effects of strain
rates, fiber and water contents on the mechanical performance of
adobe are described and dynamic increase factors are quantified
in Section 3. These observations are further interpreted in
Section 4.
2. The experimental campaign
A joint experimental campaign including Delft University of
Technology (TU Delft), TNO, Dutch Ministry of Defence and the
Joint Research Centre of the European Commission, was carried
out in 2018.
The investigation was aimed to characterize the physical and
mechanical performance of components of adobe masonry loaded
in compression at a wide range of strain rates corresponding to
induced loadings ranging from statics to the ones corresponding
to earthquakes and impacts [26].
The influence of fibre reinforcement and water content in the
soil mixture on the material properties for each strain rate was
aimed to be quantified and evaluated.
2.1. Materials
Two types of adobe bricks were selected for testing. They
resulted from the same soil selection but only one of them contained substantial percentages of natural fibres.
Cylindrical samples of about 40 mm in diameter with unitary
slenderness were drilled from both bricks types and basal surfaces
were rectified to achieve parallel planes with a tolerance of 0.1 mm
(Fig. 1). 40 mm is the minimum size required for static testing on
masonry components in codes [27] and it was considered as sufficiently large to represent the average heterogeneous structure of
adobe in this campaign. Shape and size were chosen also to limit
radial confinement due to inertia during the Hopkinson bar tests
which is found to be proportional to the cross sectional area, while
assuring equilibrium along the height, which is usually assured for
low slenderness [9].
Each type of adobe was tested at two different water contents in
the mixture. Air dried samples were air cured for 28 days at

Fig. 1. Example of tested fiber free (a) and fiber reinforced (b) adobe.
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laboratory conditions while fully dried samples were further baked
in the oven.
2.2. Test setup and methods
Physical characterization tests were performed at the laboratory of soil mechanics and geo-engineering of the Delft University
of Technology. Mechanical tests were performed at the European
Laboratory for Structural Assessment (ELSA) of the Joint Research
Centre in Ispra, Italy.
2.2.1. Physical tests
Granulometric composition of the tested adobe was determined
on three samples per type according to standard BS 1377-2 [28].
Density and moisture content at laboratory conditions were determined on fifteen samples per type according to NT Build 333 [29].
However, the prescribed temperature of 105  C for the oven-drying
process was lowered to 85  C, in order to prevent damage in the
micro-structure, which is found to happen in cementitious materials for temperatures higher than 100  C [30]. In fact, samples subjected to moisture content and density tests were also used for

3

mechanical tests. The complete drying process was considered to
be achieved when in two subsequent measurements, the variation
in mass was lower than 1 g. Three days were needed in average to
fully dry adobe samples.
2.2.2. Static tests
Static tests were performed on five samples per type and drying conditions. Tests were performed using an MTS universal testing machine (810 Material Testing System-50 kN). Two special
compression platens (of 115 mm in diameter) were used to correctly load the specimens in compression. Displacement controlled tests at a constant velocity of 0.01 mm/s were
performed. Corresponding strain rates (_1 ) were calculated as
the ratio between applied deformation rate and specimen height.
Average strain rates of about 3 104 s1 with negligible standard
deviation (2.81  0.01 104 s1) were produced. Displacement
and forces were recorded by a FlexTest 40 Digital controller unit.
Average stress-strain plots were derived normalizing each curve
over the corresponding cross section areas and heights. A camera
was installed to acquire high resolution photo sequences at
1 frames/s synchronized with the sensors data recorded by the

Fig. 2. Setup of servo-hydraulic machine tests (a); Detail of Hopkinson bar in front of the specimen (b); Schematic picture of the JRC modified Hopkinson test setup for
compression (c).
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testing machine at sample rate of 10 Hz. Test setup is shown in
Fig. 2(a).
2.2.3. Dynamic tests
Dynamic tests were performed at two different strain rates, in
the range corresponding to impacts and blasts [26]. Five tests per
type and drying conditions were performed. Tests at an intermediate strain rate were performed using the same setup and machine
of Fig. 2(a), with two differences. Displacement controlled tests
were performed at approximately 100 mm/s. Corresponding strain
rates of about 3 s1 (_2 ) with negligible deviation (2.89  0.01 s1)
were produced. Force and displacement signals have been
recorded (at a sample-rate of 20 kHz) using a National Instruments
acquisition board (NI USB-6366) controlled with the Labview software and photo sequences were recorded at 5000 frames/s with a
Photron SA1.1 high speed camera. At both strain rates in dynamics,
average stress-strain plots were derived normalizing each curve of
response over the corresponding cross section areas and heights.
Strain rates of the order of hundreds s1 can be obtained only
using specific setup and machines, namely drop hammer machines
or split Hopkinson bars. A modified Hopkinson bar at the Hop-Lab
of JRC was used to test adobe at high strain rates. The input and
output bars of 40 mm diameter are made of aluminium. The input
pulse was generated through the pre-stressing and abrupt release
of a steel portion of the bar of 25 mm in diameter. Test setup is
shown in Fig. 2(b). A scheme of the machine provided with geometrical information is graphically reported in Fig. 2(c). For a
detailed report of the dynamic test machine, the reader is referred
to [31,14]. In the tests, the incident bar applied a constant velocity
of about 4200 mm/s to the sample. Resulting strain rates _3 of
about 120 s1 with negligible deviation (119.1  1.3 s1) were
determined. For each test, specimen loading conditions and corresponding bar ends displacements were calculated by properly processing the strain signals record with a chain of semiconductor
strain gages applied on the bars. For this purpose, a sample-rate
of 5 MHz was used and the data acquisition system GAGE Module
A/D Express CSE8482-H2 with dedicated software was employed.
For each test, a thin layer of vaseline was applied at the interfaces
between the bar end and the sample surfaces to minimize friction
and maximise plane-parallelism. Moreover, samples were prestressed up to 5% of the static strength for clamping and horizontal
positioning purposes. Time-syncronized high-resolution videos
were recorded at 50,000 frames/s using the Photron SA1.1 digital
camera. Image resolution is adequate to track failure patterns also
in case of high velocity impacts.
2.3. Elaboration of results
2.3.1. Physical tests
The mean curve of the soil granulometry distribution of the
tested adobe is shown in Fig. 3(a). The volume percentages ranges
of soil elements are reported in Table 1 according to particle sizes
(2–0.06 mm sand; 0.06–2 lm silt; <2 lm clay). The soil of the
tested adobe is defined as a clayey sandy silt. The percentages of
organic content are also included in the table. Soil of Type B contains a mixture of wooden and straw fibers of different sizes and
shapes (maximum dimension of 20 mm (Fig. 3b)). Traces of organic
content were also found in Type A.
The average densities of the two types of adobe differ significantly, whereas their moisture content at laboratory conditions
after 28 days of air curing shows similar values (Table 1).
2.3.2. Static tests
Failure of cylindrical samples in compression is characterized
by a mixed cracking pattern with parallel and diagonal cracks with

respect to the loading direction. Cracks start from random points of
the sample spreading irregularly over the surface. The first cracks
appear before the attainment of the maximum load. In case of fibre
free samples, this occurs at an earlier stage (0.85 of the strain corresponding to peak load in average) with respect to the fibre
enriched samples (0.93). Typical crack distributions and their progression are shown through snap shots in Figs. 4 and 5 for both
types at different deformation stages (first rows). Samples from
Type B are characterized by more diffuse and less visible cracks.
These often follow the visible fibre orientation. Moreover, fibre
reinforced samples show significantly larger lateral volume expansion, remaining coherent until larger displacements (Fig. 6(b, c)).
These trends do not change if samples are fully dried. However,
for both types, in oven dried specimens the first crack in average
appears at higher load levels (0.91 of peak for Type A and 0.97
for Type B) and they tend to be slightly less spread (Fig. 7(a–c)).
Mean stress strain plots are shown from Fig. 6a by averaging
test quantities over height and cross section areas of the specimen
(Par. 2.2.2). Despite common practice, it should be noted that this
is rigorous only when deformations in the post peak part of the
curve are not too localized [32]. Values of key material parameters
in compression were derived from each curve. They are the compressive strength f b , the corresponding critical strain f b and the
elastic modulus E (meant as chord modulus between 5% and 33%
of compressive strength). Moreover, an ultimate deformation value
u , meant as the strain corresponding to 20% decay of the maximum load was calculated to characterize the early post peak deformation capacity [33]. In static (as well as in dynamic tests),
possible outliers were excluded using the Interquartile Range
Method and no more than one test was excluded for each type
and drying condition. Average values and related standard deviations are listed in Table 2. Mean stress strain curves are shown
for both adobe types and drying conditions in Fig. 8. A modest scatter (more pronounced for Type B) characterizes the curves of both
types which is typical scatter associated to adobe in literature
(Fig. 9a) [20]. Four different regions are distinguished in all curves
of response. A nonlinear initial phase (‘‘1” in Fig. 8(a, b)) is followed
by a dominant linear elastic region (2). A second pre-peak non linearity (3) precedes the attainment of the peak load, which is followed by a softening branch (4). In fibre reinforced samples,
larger extensions of the pre-peak non linear phases in the stressstrain are observed with respect to fibre free and the degradation
of the softening curve occurs at a significantly lower rate
(Fig. 8b). This corresponds to an enhanced ductility associated to
Type B in terms of critical strain (order of 1:3) and ultimate strain
(order of 1:4). On the contrary, the mechanical performance of
fibre free samples is higher both in terms of compressive strength
(order 1:2) and elastic modulus (order of 1:3).
The depicted trends in the shape of stress curves and corresponding relationships among types do not change if samples are
oven dried (Fig. 8(a, b)). For both, fully dried samples show higher
strength (order of 1:2) and higher Young’s modulus (Fig. 7(a–c)).
However, the influence on parameters regarding deformation is
negligible (Table 2).

2.3.3. Dynamic tests
Also in dynamics, failure pattern of adobe samples is characterized by the development of parallel-diagonal patterns of cracks
(Figs. 4 and 5, second and third rows). However, the first cracks
have systematically a more straight orientation than in statics. This
is particularly the case for fibre free samples, while a more diffuse
and random initial crack pattern remains associated to Type B as in
statics (Fig. 6, second and third rows). For both types and drying
conditions, damage initiation processes appear visible in cylinders
at later deformation stages of the dynamic curves of response. This
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Fig. 3. Typical soil granulometric distribution (a) and microscopic image zoom on fiber reinforcement (b) of the tested adobe.

Table 1
Ranges of percentages of soil elements and fiber content by weight for the tested adobe and mean values (and standard deviations) for dry density and water content.
Type

A
B

Soil Granulometry

Density

Water content

% Clay

% Silt

% Sand

%bw Fiber

kg/m3

%

24–25
24–25

47–48
47–48

27–28
27–28

<2
17–18

1790 (12)
1180 (20)

2.3 (0.2)
2.4 (0.2)

is valid also comparing results from the intermediate and the high
strain rate tests. On air dried samples, the first crack appears just at
peak load for _2 (0.95 of the critical strain for Type A and 0.99 for
Type B) and in softening for _3 (1.06 for Type A and 1.12 for Type
B). However, more severe damage characterizes the sample
response at large deformation levels in softening. Fragmentation
and pulverization occur in the softening phase. This is particularly
the case for Type A.
Considering dynamic tests separately at each strain rate, the
regions which compose the stress-deformation curves correspond
to those observed in statics (Fig. 8(c, d)). As in statics, for each rate
the tests on fibre reinforced samples show enhanced ductility and
smoother curves than the corresponding fibre free tests, which in

turn are characterized by higher values of strength and elastic
modulus. For both types, oven drying does not change the failure
pattern while it improves the strength parameters as observed in
2.3.2 (Fig. 7, second and third rows).
Analysing each type and drying condition at all the strain rates
tested, it emerges that the values associated to the main key material properties change in dynamics (Table 2). In the following, the
effects of strain rate on material properties are quantified in terms
of mean dynamic increase factors (DIF), the ratios between the
value for the dynamic and the static property [34]. Mean values
are shown as a log-scale function of the applied strain rate in
Fig. 10 and 11 and standard deviations are included in symbol
thickness [35]. The validity of the essential assumption of stress
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Fig. 4. Comparison of typical damage progression for air dried Type A, at first crack appearance and 4%, 8%, 10% strain levels for static test (first row), intermediate strain rate
test (second row) and split Hopkinson bar test (third row).

equilibrium in the specimen during split Hopkinson bar tests has
been checked and calculated average relative errors of the order
of 5% in the non linear force equilibrium conditions were considered as acceptable (Fig. 9b). For all tests it counts that the ratio
of the difference in forces and the average force did not exceed
0.1 for the response regions 2 and 3 (Fig. 8).
For both types and drying conditions, all tests in dynamics
reveal higher values for the compressive strength with respect to
the corresponding static ones. This trend is not linear: higher ratios
are associated to results of split Hopkinson bar tests (Fig. 10). The
rate of increment is lower for samples reinforced with fibres. This
happens for both strain rates with similar proportions. For both
types, air dried samples show a strength increase proportionally
larger if compared with corresponding oven dried samples
(Fig. 10a). The maximum DIF is associated to air dried type A samples (1.84 at high rate) and the lowest to oven dried type B samples
(1.66).
Similar trends denote the sensitivity to rate on adobe in terms
of elastic modulus at high rates (Fig. 10b). The maximum rate
effect is of the same order of magnitude as for compressive
strength (1.73). Similarly, the dynamic increase is the largest for
the air dried fibre free adobe and the lowest for oven dried fibre

reinforced samples (1.40). Negligible sensitivity to the rate is associated to the initial tangent stiffness (Fig. 7(a, d, g)).
Higher uncertainty concerns the assessment of the influence of
rate on the deformation parameters. In general, the ductility
parameters are characterized by a minimal rate effect with respect
to the performance in strength and not always consistent trends
characterize results for Type A and Type B (Fig. 11). Critical strain
is slightly larger than in statics for fibre-free samples (DIF of 1.09)
at intermediate strain rate. A slight reduction is shown by fibre
reinforced matrix (0.96) for the same loading. For both, the critical
strain more clearly decays in Hopkinson bar tests in a similar range
for both types included between 0.81 (Type B) and 0.77 (Type A).
Variation in the softening parameter is minimal for all dynamic
tests (Fig. 11b). For both parameters of deformation, the rate of
enhancement does not change if samples are oven dried (Fig. 11).
3. Analysis of results: addressing a constitutive model for Adobe
in statics and dynamics
As for cement-based materials, the mechanical parameters of
the tested adobe show sensitivity to the applied rate of loading.
In concrete, rate sensitivity in dynamics is usually measured in

T. Li Piani et al. / Construction and Building Materials 230 (2020) 117038
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Fig. 5. Comparison of typical damage progressions for air dried Type B at first crack appearance and 8%, 12%, 15% strain levels for static test (first row), intermediate strain
rate test (second row) and split Hopkinson bar test (third row).

terms of strength enhancement ratio. Its dynamic increase factor is
usually higher in tension than in compression [30]. In compression
strength can increase up to three times [9] and guidelines suggest
to consider an increment of 85% in the design for impact loadings
for ordinary concrete subjected to high strain rates [26]. For the
tested adobe material, rate sensitivity in strength is slightly less
pronounced than reported for concrete. This is in agreement with
the only other source of information available in literature regarding impact tests on adobe at high strain rates (Fig. 12) [14,36]. In
Fig. 12 dynamic increase factors for adobe lie on the lower boundary of the cloud of data usually associated to concrete [26]. This is
especially valid for strain rate _3 (split Hopkinson bar tests).
The enhancement of the strength in compression can be
addressed in dynamics using rate dependent functions. Many different formulations have been proposed in literature for a wide
range of cementitious materials [34,9]. They are usually implemented into numerical models to simulate the mechanical
response under highly dynamic loadings [37,12].
In order to address the increase in the compressive strength of
quasi brittle materials at high rates, the most commonly adopted
formulations are log-log power functions. The most comprehensive
and widely accepted reference to design the compressive strength

of normal concrete (f b 6 50 MPa) in dynamics is the CEB-FIB model
[38]. It defines DIF as:

8
 1:026a
>
< DIF: ¼ __s
for _ 6 30 s1
 0:33
>
: DIF: ¼ c _
for _ P 30 s1
_s

ð1Þ

where _ is the current strain rate in dynamics, _ s is the reference
static strain rate (equal to 3 105) and:

8
>
<a ¼
>
:

1 
5þ9

fb
f bo

c ¼ 106:156a2

ð2Þ

where f bo is a reference strength of 10 MPa. Fig. 13 shows the CEB
model for a concrete of 30 MPa of strength. It matches relatively
well with experimental data on concrete. However, it clearly overestimates rate dependency of adobe, represented by average plots
and standard deviations associated to air dried Type A and Type B
(Fig. 12). Other log-log functions proposed in literature for concrete,
mortar and clay also overestimate the dynamic performance of
adobe [9–13,39]. The overestimation is also enhanced if the values
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Fig. 6. Examples of stress strain plots and corresponding cracking patterns at 12% deformation for air dried Type A (left) and Type B (right) for static test (first row),
intermediate strain rate test (second row) and split Hopkinson bar test (third row).

of the reference parameters in Eq. (2) (f bo and _s ) are adapted on
tests on adobe. This is shown in Fig. 13, where the f bo of the CEB formula is equal to 1.35 MPa, taken as the average of the compressive
strength of 110 static tests collected from literature for traditional
adobe in [20]. Other versions of the CEB formula are recently found
in literature to address high performing steel fibre concrete (SFRC).
Few tests found to address dynamic strength of concrete mixed
with steel fibre proportions lower than 5% b.w. reveal lower sensitivity to rate with respect to plain concrete [40–42]. In [41], the CEB
model was modified prolonging the yielding strain rate (_s ¼ 53 s1 )
and decreasing the dynamic increase factor beyond with approximately a factor 0.7. In Fig. 13 the resulting function for a high performing concrete of strength of 80 MPa is shown. The plot is closer
to the lower experimental rate of enhancement showed by fibre
reinforced adobe. Underestimation of experimental data of adobe
is also encountered considering other bi-linear functions for

concrete tested on different dataset. This is the case of the function
proposed by Tedesco and Ross and described in Eq. (3) [10].

(

DIF ¼ 0:00965_ þ 1:058 for _ 6 63:1 s1
DIF ¼ 0:758 _  0:289 for _ > 63:1 s1

ð3Þ

Aside from piecewise functions in standards, monotonically
increasing equations with power or logarithmic shapes are used
in literature to define rate dependent models for quasi brittle
materials (Eqs. (4) and (5)):

DIF ¼

 a
_
_s

DIF ¼ Ao þ A1 log

ð4Þ
 
 
 
_
_
_
2 
n 
þ A2 log
þ ð. . .ÞAn log
_s
_s
_s

ð5Þ
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Fig. 7. Examples of stress strain plots and corresponding cracking patterns at 50% stress decay for air dried (b, e, h) and oven dried (c, f, i) Type A for static test (first row),
intermediate strain rate test (second row) and split Hopkinson bar test (third row).

Table 2
Average values (and standard deviations) for the main material properties in compression at the three different strain rates for the two types and drying conditions. Aad = Type A,
air dried; Aod = Type A, oven dried; Bad = Type B, air dried; Bod = Type B, oven dried.
Strain Rate

Parameter

Type
Aad

Aod

Bad

Bod

_1 (s1 )

f b ½MPa
E ½MPa
f b ½%
u ½%

2.6(0.2)
170(34)
2.4(0.3)
3.7(0.2)

3.3(0.1)
267(29)
2.2(0.2)
3.5(0.1)

1.4(0.2)
54(7)
5.7(0.6)
12.1(0.2)

1.6(0.1)
65(11)
5.6(0.6)
12.9(0.3)

_2

(s1 )

f b ½MPa
E½MPa
f b ½%
u ½%

3.5(0.1)
208(60)
2.5(0.4)
3.7(0.2)

4.2(0.1)
306(59)
2.3(0.3)
3.4(0.2)

1.6(0.2)
68(11)
5.2(0.3)
13.2(0.3)

1.8(0.1)
71(10)
5.3(0.4)
13.3(0.1)

_3

(s1 )

f b ½MPa
E ½MPa
f b ½%
u ½%

4.8(0.3)
300(40.1)
1.8(0.1)
3.7(0.5)

5.6(0.5)
401(50)
1.6(0.3)
3.5(0.5)

2.3(0.2)
84(12)
4.5(0.4)
13.6(0.5)

2.6(0.3)
92(10)
4.5(0.4)
13.1(0.6)
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Fig. 8. Average normalized stress-strain plots for Type A and Type B in statics for both drying conditions (a, b) and in dynamics at intermediate strain rates (c) and split
Hopkinson bar tests (d) for air dried condition.

Fig. 9. Typical envelopes of the response curves (a) and specimen equilibrium check at interfaces between the transmitted and the input-reflected resultant wave during a
split Hopkinson bar test (b) for air dried Type A and Type B.

where n defines the degree of the function and A0  An and a are
non dimensional parameters to be determined according to interpolation of extensive experimental dataset. Most formulations belong
to the second class [43] (Eq. (5)) while the model proposed by Mihashi and Wittman in [44] belongs to the first approach based on a
stochastic theory of fracture in conjunction with thermodynamics
1
(where a is equal to 1þb
with b a material parameter to be interpolated) [45].
Eqs. (4) and (5) can be used to interpolate the average strengths
of adobe types at different strain rates. Interpolation was based on
least square method on mean compressive strength for both types
and water contents. Examples of interpolating functions (for Type
Aad ) are shown in Fig. 13 for each equation. Best fit parameters
and mean errors are reported for both types of functions and tested
adobe in Table 3. The power function does not address satisfactorily

experimental data on adobe. It tends to overestimate the dynamic
strength at intermediate strain and to under-value the maximum
dynamic strength above _ ¼ 100 s1 . Best fit values are however
slightly higher than the ones proposed originally (b ¼ 14 for flexural strength) [44].
An overall better approximation is obtained using third order
logarithmic functions. Best fit values are lower than the usual ones
proposed for concrete materials and are contained in a narrow
range for the two types at different drying conditions (Table 3) [5].
An integrative approach consists in using these rate dependent
formulations to extend the validity of constitutive models developed in statics to the dynamic regime. In fact, for masonry materials the whole softening curve of response, besides the
quantification of the value of strength, is important in case of
nonlinear dynamic analyses [46]. This was the approach used by
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Fig. 10. Dynamic increase factor in strength (a) and elastic modulus (b) for both types and drying conditions.

Priestley et al. in [47], where analytical r   curves developed for
the constitutive assessment of concrete masonry in statics (_ ¼ 3
6

1

10 s ) were adapted via a multiplying factor of 1.25 for both
deformation and strength parameters of the model to simulate
the mechanical response at _ ¼ 0:01 s1 . A similar approach is
attempted in this section. A constitutive model from literature is
proposed for the static assessment of the tested adobe components
[48–50]. In fact, statistical analyses confirm that models originally
developed for concrete can be used to interpolate the curve of
response of adobe [51,52]. In this case, the stress-strain equation
in compression proposed by Popovics for normal concretes of given
aggregates compositions [53] is used to address both the tested
types and drying conditions of adobe in Section 2. The model is
reported in Eq. (6) as:

0

r ¼ ðEo ÞB
@

1

C
 n A
n  1 þ fEo
n

ð6Þ

b

where Eo is the ratio between the compressive strength and the corresponding strain while n is the only material parameter of the
model, which in the original work of [54] varies between 2 and 4
for mortars and 1.5–5 for concrete according to porosity and internal matrix composition.
For each test of Section 2 in statics n was calibrated to match
the curve of response at least until ultimate strain. The model fits
well all experimental results of unfired bricks, independently from
water and fibre inclusions in the mixture (Fig. 14(a,b)), with limited standard deviations for n associated to each type and drying
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Fig. 11. Dynamic increase factor in critical strain (a) and ultimate displacement (b) for both types and drying conditions.

conditions. Mean best fit values for n are found to be almost double
for fibre free air dried samples (3.1  0.2) compared to fibre reinforced ones (1.7  0.1). Values slightly differed if samples were
oven dried both for Type A (3.0  0.2) and Type B (1.7  0.1). As
in [53], statistical inference suggests that n is a property of the soil
mixture quantitatively linked to the 18% of fibres added in the soil
mixture. A value of 3 and 1.7 respectively for Type A and Type B is
thus kept as a material constant for the constitutive assessment of
adobe in dynamics. Similarly to [47] approach, Eq. (6) is thus modified in dynamics to:

0

1

n
C
r ¼ ðkEo ÞB

n A
@

kEo
n  1 þ DIF f
b

ð7Þ

where DIF corresponds to the best fit functions calibrated for each
type and drying conditions in Eq. (5) and k is a function on the
dynamic strength enhancement statistically derived by interpolating all dynamic functions for each type, drying conditions and
applied rate. As a result of multivariate analyses, a formulation for
k is derived:

k
 1 þ ð3e3 n  3e3 Þð1 þ 0:03wÞ_
DIF

ð8Þ

where statistical inferences confirms higher sensitivity for higher
water content (w) and minor organic content (n). Fig. 14(c–f)
show the analytical-experimental comparisons between the
constitutive model calibrated in statics integrated with rate
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Fig. 12. Typical dynamic increase factors in compressive strength for concrete and test results for adobe.

Fig. 13. Different DIF functions for the assessment of the dynamic compressive strength of adobe (TypeAad ) at various strain rates.

Table 3
Best fit parameters (rounded to the first significant digit) for logarithmic and power functions and square roots errors
Type

Aad
Aod
Bad
Bod

Logarithmic

Power

Ao

A1

A2

A3

err

b

err

0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5

0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

’0.0
’0.0
’0.0
’0.0

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

27
31
34
36

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2

dependent functions and the mean experimental curves for each
type, drying conditions and strain rates. Considering the wide
range of strain rates targeted and the natural scatter inherent

tests on not engineered materials, the model well addresses the
experimental data on adobe also in dynamics. This is particularly
the case for Type B.
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Fig. 14. Experimental-analytical comparison in statics for air dried and oven dried Type A (a) and Type B (b) and experimental analytical comparison in dynamics at both
strain rates (_2 and _3 ) for air dried Type A and Type B (c, d) and oven dried (e, f).

4. Discussion: interpreting the role of fibers and water content
in statics and dynamics
The experimental study has revealed that the mechanical performance of adobe is sensitive to the applied strain rate and its
material resistance is enhanced when solicited by dynamic loadings. Analysis of data proves that macro-models developed for
cementitious materials are suitable to simulate the mechanical
response of adobe components [51] and the associated DIF parameters are within the same experimental ranges usually associated
to modern geomaterials as concrete and mortar [5,55].
This section focuses on the meso-scale interpretation of the role
of fibres and water content in adobe mixtures according to the

observed patterns in Section 2,3. As cement and concrete, adobe
is a quasi-brittle geomaterial which can be considered as macroscopically homogeneous at a certain length scale. However, the
physical interpretation of the mechanisms which are activated
inside the material of adobe when solicited by dynamic loadings
can not be done without a detailed analysis of its mesostructure. Each component in adobe, including water and air pores,
plays a role and interacts with the others in the mixture according
to mineralogical properties and production processes determining
the overall system strength. Its rigorous assessment is possible
only using advanced experimental techniques [30]. These have
been largely used to investigate the behaviour of modern building
materials but they have been only rarely applied on adobe [56].
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Furthermore, production processes in adobe are not standardized
and quantity, materials and proportions of mixture components
are often decided in the field according to local availability and different vernacular building traditions.
However, water and fibre content were the isolated variables of
this experimental study and analysed for a wide range of loading
conditions from statics to high velocity impacts. Thus, the resulting
information constitutes a solid qualitative as well as quantitative
dataset which allows to propose interpretations on the effect of
fibres and water content in the meso-structure on the macroproperties of adobe at different rates. For both factors, interpretation starts from the analysis of the dynamic behaviour exhibited
by adobe and they are verified with respect to the trends observed
in statics. The resulting theory for adobe resorts to principles of
fracture mechanics and of geotechnics and soil investigations,
which are actually commonly adopted also to interpret the
micro-behaviour in modern geo-based building materials.

4.1. Water in adobe mixtures: the role of chemical bonds
The higher sensitivity in strength to high strain rates exhibited
by samples containing interstitial water is explained at a meso
scale by ‘‘Stefan adhesion” [57]. According to this principle of viscosity, a layer of water between two parallel plates separated by
a certain distance exerts a normal force which is proportional to
the velocity with which the plates are approximated or separated
[58]. This inter-capillary phenomenon is supposed to happen
between the surfaces of soil particles of adobe solicited by high
velocities of deformation (Fig. 15) [59].
The Stefan effect has been used to interpret the dependence of
moisture content on dynamic performances which have been
observed also for concrete [7,60,61]. Tests on concrete samples in
tension revealed that rate sensitivity in tensile strength can almost
double when saturated with respect to normal cured concrete [61].
The lower sensitivity shown by the tested adobe is explained by
the low water content in samples air cured under sun for 28 days
and by the possible effect of high water reactivity inherent in clay
toward water [62].
Inter-particle chemical bonds explain also the higher static performance associated to fully dried adobe tested in the study. Interstitial water weakens the bonds between binder particles in the
mixture. Its evaporation allows the formation of stronger chemical
binding which ensure a denser inter-particle arrangement [63].
This is consistent with the Lambe’s model for compacted soils:
on a dry state, the distance between two clay platelets is small

Fig. 15. Schematic picture of Stefan effect between two clay floccules (Source:
authors).
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enough for the Van der Waal forces to dominate, inducing clay flocculation and making up the structure [64,62].
Also for concrete materials, higher strength is observed in literature for baked cement pastes with respect to normal cured concrete [41,30]. Fibre free baked adobe reveals values for static
strength which are comparable with some building materials commonly used for masonry constructions. Table 4 compares the mean
strength of baked adobe with respect to values associated to other
modern building materials used for masonry [65]. Comparison
reveals that oven dried strength of fibre free adobe is close to lightweight aerated concrete.
The drying process does not significantly influence the deformation capacity of adobe in statics and dynamics [20]. This is
related to the cracking process of the material, which is associated
to the role of fibres in the matrix [66]. This is discussed in the following paragraph. Areas of the matrix inherent fibres are considered as fully dried after 28 days of curing. This is consistent with
the observation of similar water content for the two types in Par.
2.1 despite different fibre amount: fibres and surrounding areas
are fully dried while water is retained in clay and at interstitial
level of the matrix.
4.2. Fibres in adobe mixtures: the role of heterogeneity
The lower sensitivity of strength to high strain rates exhibited
for adobe samples containing fibres is interpreted by linking principles of fracture mechanics to hypotheses on the specific heterogeneity level of fibre enriched mixtures of adobe. Actually, as
showed in Section 3, also the few multi-strain rate experimental
tests available in literature on fibre reinforced concrete reveal a
lower DIF compared to plain concrete. This was also explained
for concrete as a result of a higher homogeneity and lower porosity
levels provided by steel fibres at a meso-scale [41,40]. This is consistent with the positive effects of fibres on the toughness and
strength of the material in statics [67]. In fact, fibres in concrete
have been lately added in the mixtures to enhance the mechanical
performance of the material through the employment of the specific mechanical properties of both elements and including their
proper interaction. Instead adding fibres represents an ancient
practice for adobe, originally meant to reduce shrinkage cracks
inherent to air drying processes of bricks mixtures during production processes.
Interpretation provided in this study on the role of fibres on the
mechanical performance of adobe both in dynamics and statics
requires to mention a few fracture mechanics principles.
For a generic quasi brittle material tested in dynamics, the
enhancement of strength performance can be explained considering a change of fracture planes at a meso-scale with respect to statics [7]. In statics, given a limited set of flaws inside the material,
the most critically sized and oriented ones undergo crack initiation
and propagation. As these microcracks approach the vicinity of
other propagating ones, they may interact and coalesce into a
macro crack which leads to loss of structural integrity and failure
at a macro-scale [68,69]. In fact, if propagating flaws encounter
stiffer areas, they have the time to deviate around them bridging
into macro-cracks and the fracture and stress path with minimum
energy demand is defined. Instead in dynamics, loadings characterized by short time duration and high supply rates induce a forced
crack development inside the material also through its stiffer areas,
while stress intensity is reduced by the coalescence of other similar
micro-cracks nearby the loaded areas [70]. As a result, more diffuse
patterns of short and straight cracks initiated at multiple weak
spots are often observed in quasi brittle materials such as concrete,
corresponding to higher values for compressive strength and strain
at peak [7,26]. Also in adobe a strength enhancement is displayed
at high strain rates, which is lower than the typical ranges
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Table 4
Comparison of compressive strength of different masonry materials (HC: hollowed clay; CS: calcium silicate; LAC: lightweight concrete; AAC: autoclaved aerated concrete; AD:
oven dried fiber free adobe) using the database for masonry in [65].
Parameter

Strength [MPa]

Material
HC

CS

LAC

AAC

AD

16.9

26.1

14

3.8

3.3

Fig. 16. Specimen (a) and schematic meso-scale representation of micro-flaws numbered in descending order of entity and crack paths, in blue lines for statics (b) and in red
in dynamics for low (c) and high (d) number and density of flow distribution, with zoom on possible clay floccules separated by fibers.

associated to concrete. Cracking patterns in dynamics of the tested
adobe clearly show parallel crack orientations to the loading direction only at the first stages of deformation in dynamics. This is
especially the case for fibre enriched mixtures, which experience
the lowest rate of increment in the performance and whose failure
pattern in dynamics tends to follow the static ones with negligible
influence of rate on deformation capacity. The theory of fracture
mechanics links with the experimental evidence for adobe given
that the rate of enhancement of the dynamic material properties
depends on the spatial distributions of the micro-flaws inside the
material, that is by the level of uniformity of a mixture. If the number of micro-flaws increases, the probability of interaction
increases also in case of dynamic loadings [71]. It means that if
density of initial flaws distribution is sufficiently high, the effect
of loading rates on the crack bridging processes is limited and a
stress path with energy demand close to statics can be developed
also in the dynamic regime (Fig. 16). This interpretation can
explain the lower DIF of adobe with respect to concrete and the
lower DIF of fibre enriched mixtures with respect to fibre free ones.
In fact, for industrialized cementitious materials, selection and production processes are highly standardized in order to ensure prescribed levels of uniformity to the mixture and resulting material
performance. For adobe, appropriate material standards and
related quality controls do not exist yet. Moreover, traditional
adobe is not pressed during curing, potentially increasing the number of voids in the mixture. Therefore, the level of heterogeneity of
traditional adobe is higher than the one associated to modern
building materials. This is especially the case for mixtures containing organic content.
The interpretation of the role of fibres in adobe in dynamics is
consistent with the experimental trends observed in statics. In fact,
low levels of strength and stiffness associated to the tested adobe
including fibres are commonly observed also in literature [72,20].
In this setting, fibres constitute weak interfaces of the soil matrix
of adobe in statics [52]. Their inclusions in soil mixtures potentially
determine extensive areas of de-adherence between the adopted
soil matrix and natural organic materials, which enhance porosity
in the mixture and exasperates the material heterogeneity [32].
Void distribution and porosity is in fact found to weaken the

strength also in mortar used in modern masonry [73]. However,
in rare cases, fibres are found to enhance macro properties in
strength [74]. The success of fibre inclusion on the strength is
indeed determined by the bonding between the different microelements which determines the meso structure of the mixture;
that is by soil mineralogical family, elements proportions and
organic materials, contents, sizes and shapes [52]. To a minor
extent, this also counts for modern building materials. In steel reinforced concrete for instance, the level of bonding in the matrix is
found to be dependent on the percentage of steel reinforcement
[75].
The major contribution associated to the presence of fibres in
the mixture on the mechanical performance of adobe is related
to the material ductility. This is a common trend observed for
the material of adobe in literature and this is considered the ‘‘reinforcing” effect on adobe [72] [76]. Its role is visible from early
stages of deformation up to the softening phase of the material
response and it is due to the stress-transfer occurring at mesoscale in the mixture. Presence of fibres determines higher heterogeneity to the mixture and larger number and areas of flaws, that
causes a more pronounced non linear slope also in the pre-peak
curve of response. However, the bridging effect of the fibres allow
stresses to be transferred through cracks, limiting their entity and
holding together the vital cores of the soil particles which are separated by fibres in the post peak region [77,78]. A similar role is
attributed to fibre inclusion in concrete (SFRC), with fibres disperse
in the matrix capable of holding together the matrix while reducing the overall lateral expansion of specimens [41,42].
Fibres are also confirmed to boost the physical properties of the
mixture, decreasing the weight of the brick [79].

5. Conclusions
An experimental campaign was performed on specimens of
adobe, a masonry made of unsaturated soil bricks and mud mortar.
Two types of bricks were tested. They had the same mineralogical
composition but they differed in the presence of organic content.
For both, half of the samples were fully dried in the oven. Samples
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were subjected to compressive loadings at three different strain
rates corresponding to static, intermediate and high rate loading
conditions. A substantial, high-quality set of experimental data
has been produced. Data have been elaborated and some constitutive models originally developed for modern geomaterials have
been reviewed and proposed for modelling the adobe strain rate
sensitivity of strength in this study. In fact tests revealed that the
material properties in strength are enhanced by the rate of loadings while a minor influence was encountered in the deformation
performance. Strength rate increases more in fully air-dried adobe
and in mixtures not containing fibres. This is interpreted as that
water induces a viscous inter-capillary phenomenon which
strengthens inter-particles bonds in the matrix proportionally to
the rate of loading. Adding fibres in the mixture enhances the
heterogeneity of material for adobe and fibres weaken interparticle bonds in the matrix causing the presence of weak regions
at a meso-scale.
It has also been shown that the macro-properties of adobe,
including dynamic increase factors and softening curves, can be
addressed using numerical models developed for concrete-based
materials. However, many of these numerical models used in engineering are mainly based on assumptions of material homogeneity.
This is an accepted approximation for modern building materials
which are heterogeneous at a meso-scale but whose mixture selection and production processes are standardized to ensure prescribed levels of homogeneity at a given length scale. As
explained above, this assumption can not be a priori transferred
to the traditional adobe produced in the field. Adobe is still a site
dependent material and the selection of the mineralogical and geometrical properties of the elements involved in the mixture is not
standardized according to optimization requirements but rather
chosen for opportunity reasons. In absence of manufacturing regulations and production chain control, high fibre fractions can cause
serious material inhomogeneity and void increase in certain soil
mixtures of adobe. Proper material selection and production procedures with resulting optimum product quality is essential to
ensure a safe use to a sustainable material in current society.
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